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Geneti Algorithms Using

Grammatial Evolution

Conor Ryan, Miguel Niolau, and Mihael O'Neill

Department Of Computer Siene And Information Systems

University of Limerik

Ireland

fConor.RyanjMiguel.NiolaujMihael.ONeillg�ul.ie

Abstrat. This paper desribes the GAUGE system, Geneti Algo-

rithms Using Grammatial Evolution. GAUGE is a position independent

Geneti Algorithm that uses Grammatial Evolution with an attribute

grammar to ditate what position a gene odes for. GAUGE su�ers from

neither under-spei�ation nor over-spei�ation, is guaranteed to pro-

due syntatially orret individuals, and does not require any repair

after the appliation of geneti operators.

GAUGE is applied to the standard onemax problem, with results show-

ing that its genotype to phenotype mapping and position independene

nature do not a�et its performane as a normal geneti algorithm. A

new problem is also presented, a deeptive version of the Mastermind

game, and we show that GAUGE possesses the position independene

harateristis it laims, and outperforms several geneti algorithms, in-

luding the ompetent geneti algorithm messyGA.

1 Introdution

Sine the ineption of the �eld, Geneti Algorithms[5℄ [3℄ have been hamstrung

by the dogma that eah lous on a genome odes for a partiular trait, and that

the lous-trait relationship holds not only aross an entire population, but even

aross otherwise independent runs on a problem.

Reently, this has been aknowledged to be a problem. Individuals are sub-

jeted to all manner of disruption at the whims of rossover and seletion, neither

of whih respet the geographial loation of loi that may be essential for good

�tness. In partiular, geographially disparate loi on a hromosome are easily

split up, often making it diÆult to build on previously disovered shema, and,

in some ases, diÆult even to maintain urrent useful shema.

In nature, funtion is rarely dependent on loation. A gene (or, more prop-

erly, a gene sequene or protein) usually funtions independently of its loation.

Under- and over-spei�ation do not appear to be issues in nature, presumably

due to the manner in whih phenotypes are mapped from genotypes, whih en-

sures that the neessary genes are expressed at ruial times. Individuals that do

not exhibit this talent are often spontaneously aborted, or doomed to a lifetime

under the spetre of a debilitating disease.



This paper desribes a new Epigeneti Algorithm (i.e. that employs a geno-

type to phenotype mapping) that overomes the position dependene issue. This

is ahieved by extending Grammatial Evolution[12℄ [11℄ with an attribute gram-

mar that makes the system behave as a position-independent Geneti Algorithm.

This system, GAUGE (Geneti Algorithms Using Grammatial Evolution) is far

less suseptible to the ravages often assoiated with rossover, as the system an

automatially move important genes loser together as a run progresses.

Our main aim in this paper is to ahieve a proof of onept. We start by

briey introduing Grammatial Evolution in setion 2, and the implementation

ideas behind GAUGE in setion 3. We then present two problems in setion 4,

Onemax and Mastermind, and analyse the performane of GAUGE and other

systems on those problems. We disuss the value of our results on setion 5, and

�nally draw our onlusions and future diretions of researh in setion 6.

2 Grammatial Evolution

Grammatial Evolution (GE) is an evolutionary automati programming type

system, that uses a ombination of a variable length binary string genome and

a BNF (Bakus Naur Form) grammar to evolve interesting strutures.

GE uses a hromosome of numbers enoded using eight bits (termed odons)

to ditate whih rule from the BNF grammar to apply at eah state of the

derivation sequene, starting from a de�ned start symbol. While one or more

non-terminals symbols exist in a sentene, odons are read from the hromosome

and used to govern whih of the relevant prodution rules to apply. GE is fully

desribed in [12℄[11℄.

3 GAUGE - Building a GA with GE

GE has been applied to all manner of automati programming problems, from

symboli regression, to C programs, or generation of graphial objets. What

all these appliation areas have in ommon is that the system is given a olle-

tion of terminals, the items that an appear in a legal sentene, and assoiated

prodution rules, that govern how they an be ombined.

The ommon view of Geneti Programming[9℄ is that, given a partiular

problem statement, a program that satis�es the �tness funtion is to be gener-

ated. In other words, given a set of terminals, how should they be arranged so

that the �tness funtion is satis�ed?.

The approah GAUGE takes is that all problems, even those traditionally

onsidered the topi of Geneti Algorithms, an be looked upon as automati

programming ones. In partiular, if one onsiders a problem to have two parts,

that is, not only what values should the genes have? but also where should the

genes reside?, it is reasonable to ompare this lass of problems with those above.

When applying GAUGE to a Geneti Algorithm problem, one uses a set of

odon pairs, one for eah gene position in the original problem. An individual



is proessed in a similar manner to GE, by moding eah gene by an appropriate

value to produe a useful value. The odons are 8-bit values, giving a degenerate

(redundant) enoding. For GAUGE, the values required are the position that the

pair will ode for, and the value for that bit position. To produe these values, a

list of unspei�ed positions is maintained, that is, those positions that have not

been given a value yet. Thus, even when evolving individuals that are binary

strings, GAUGE always has a distint genotype and phenotype. The mapping

happens in two stages; �rst a set of (position, value) pairs are generated using

the grammar below, while the seond step simply puts them in the orret order.

GAUGE operates using a tuple < G;A; q; l > where G is the genome, A the

attribute grammar below, q a list of free loations in the phenotype and l is the

length of the phenotype. The maximum value that an appear in the phenotype

is governed by the variablemax, while the funtion rember(n; q) returns the nth

member from list q and removes it from the list.

1. <start

n

> ::= if (n < l) f <P

n

><V

n

><start

n+1

>g

2. <P

n

><V

n

>::= <Q

(G[2n℄%(l�n))

> G[2n+1℄%max.

3. <Q

n

> ::= rember (n,q)

3.1 Example Individual

Consider the following individual, expressed in deimal for brevity:

G=31 17 23 16 237 56.

We start with the following values, l=3, q=(0,1,2), max=2 and G as above. The

grammar is invoked with a all to <start

0

>, whih is mapped to:

< P

0

>< V

0

><start

1

>

We then math the leftmost part to rule #2 above, whih expands to:

(<Q

(G[2�0℄%(3�0))

>, G[2*0+1℄%2) <start

1

>

whih is (<Q

(G[0℄%3)

>, G[1℄%2) <start

1

> whih means we read from the

genome vetor to get the values as follows: (<Q

(31%3)

>, 17%2) <start

1

>

The next all is to Q, in the form Q

1

, whih returns item index #1 from the

queue q, whih is (0, 1, 2). This auses the value 1 to be returned, and removed

from the queue. The expression is now: (1,1)<start

1

>

We repeat the above steps with the next non-terminal, that is, <start

1

>, whih

is expanded as in the �rst step to (1,1)< P

1

>< V

1

><start

2

>. Expanding the

< P

1

>< V

1

>, we need to read positions 2 and 3 from the genome, to give:

(1,1)(<Q

(23%2)

>, 16%2) <start

2

>

This generates the non-terminal Q

1

(notie that the value 23 was moded by 2,

beause n has inreased) so again we return the item in the list with the index 1.

The urrent form of that list is (0,2), so 2 is returned and removed from the list,

yielding: (1,1)(2,0)<start

2

>. The �nal step involves mapping the remaining

positions, and gives (1,1)(2,0)(0,0). The �nal step in the mapping is to simply

reorder these pairs as ditated by the �rst number in eah pair.



4 Problems

This setion introdues two problems to whih standard GAs, GAUGE and

messyGA will be applied. To show that GAUGE is a apable system, we used

the standard onemax problem; to illustrate its position-independent nature, we

have devised a deeptive ordering problem, based on the Mastermind

1

game.

4.1 Onemax

We ran the standard onemax problem (i.e. where the �tness of an individual is

the sum of the bits whih are equal to 1) using lengths of 50, 100 and 150 bits

per individual. To hoose whih GA to ompare GAUGE to, we measured the

performane of several systems, shown in Table 1.

We inluded GAs using 8 bits per gene in this omparison, as they use the

same redundant enoding as GAUGE. We ran these systems up to 25000 eval-

uations, using population sizes of 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600 individuals.

We found that the generational algorithms ould not solve the problem with

these parameters, but steady-state algorithms performed well (with no signi�-

ant di�erene between 1 or 8 bits per odon). We therefore ompare GAUGE

to a simple GA with steady-state, using 1 bit per odon (setting SGAss).

We also ompared GAUGE with messyGA[4℄ (using the ode available from

the IlliGAL server[6℄, explained in [2℄), and tried several ombinations of set-

tings for it (hek Table 2), hoosing the one that best performed on this given

problem (setting STD). We wanted to test all systems with string lengths of up

to 400 bits, but ran into diÆulties, sine some of the messyGA runs (for length

150) demanded over 1.1GB of memory (i.e. over one thousand times more than

GAUGE or the simple GA) to exeute, due to messyGA's variable length indi-

viduals and variable population sizes; this made running the experiments a very

long task, and using longer strings was physially impossible

2

.

Parameters SGA SGAss GA GAss GAUGE

Replaement strategy gener. s-state gener. s-state s-state

Seletion routine r-wheel r-wheel r-wheel r-wheel r-wheel

Bits per gene 1 1 8 8 8+8

Number of runs 100 100 100 100 100

Probability of rossover 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

Probability of mutation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Table 1. General settings used in all GAs and GAUGE.

1

Mastermind is a registered trademark of Pressman Toy Corporation, by agreement

with Invita Toys and Games, Ltd., UK.

2

These experiments were run on a dual-proessor Pentium III 1GHz omputer, with

2GB of shared memory available.



Parameters STD OPT1 OPT2 OPT3

Maximum era 3 3 3 3

Probability of ut 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Probability of splie 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Probability of alleli mut. 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01

Probability of geni mut. 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01

Thresholding 0 0 0 1

Tiebreaking 0 0 0 1

Redued initial pop. 1 0 0 0

Extra pop. members 0 0 0 0

Copies 10, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 10, 1, 1 10, 1, 1

Total generations 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100

Juxtapositional popsize 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100

Table 2. Tested ombinations of settings for messyGA algorithm [2℄ [4℄.

Results We an see in Fig. 1 that GAUGE has a similar behaviour to the

simple GA, aross all individual lengths (this behaviour was also visible aross

all population sizes). This shows that GAUGE does not su�er a performane loss

from its genotype to phenotype mapping. We an also see that the messyGA with

the STD settings has a lower performane than both the simple GA and GAUGE,

and its performane gets worse relative to those two systems with longer strings.
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4.2 Mastermind - a deeptive ordering version

In the original Mastermind game, one player is the odebreaker and tries to

dedue a hidden on�guration of four oloured pins, set by the odemaker, by

having a maximum of ten guesses at it. The pins ome in six di�erent olours.

Eah guess has a sore of blak and white markers, a blak marker indiating

that one of the pins has the right olour and is in the right position, and a

white marker indiating that a pin has the right olour, but is badly plaed.

More information an be found online at [10℄. There have been some attemps at

applying geneti algorithms to solve this game [1℄.

Some deeptive ordering problems have been de�ned in earlier work (hek [7℄

and [8℄ for examples), and with similarities to Mastermind. We wanted, however,

a problem with the following harateristis:

{ easy to implement and quik to evaluate;

{ easy to sale diÆulty;

{ de�ned searh spae with loal optima;

{ illustrates the ordering performane of algorithms.

Our version of Mastermind is therefore slightly di�erent. First of all, we

work with numbers to represent olours, and the information available to the

odebreaker is somewhat redued. When a ombination of pins is to be evaluated,

it reeives one point for eah pin that has the right olour, and if all pins are in

the orret order then an additional �tness point is attributed - in other words,

information about the orret plaement of pins is only given if the whole string

is orret. Some examples are shown in Table 3.

There is a deeptive aspet to this problem. If an individual is omposed

of all the orret pins but in the wrong order, it has reahed a loal optimum;

sine at least two pins are wrongly plaed, then the global optimum is always

at least at a hamming distane of two from every loal optimum (sine at least

two values will need to be hanged).

There is a good degree of ontrol over the size and shape of the searh spae.

By realling ombinatorial notions, we see that the size of the searh spae (i.e.

all possible ombinations of p pins using  olours) is given by 

p

.

Solution: 3 2 1 3

Individual Fitness

0 2 1 0 2 points

0 1 2 0 2 points

2 1 2 0 2 points

3 1 2 0 3 points

3 1 2 3 4 points

3 2 1 3 5 points

Table 3. Examples of evaluation of individuals using the Mastermind �tness funtion.



We an also alulate the number of loal optima by using the formula:

p!

Q

n

i=0

(x

i

)!

where

n = number of olours in solution

x

i

= number of times olour i appears in solution

Results We start by omparing GAUGE to an ordinary GA. To avoid redundant

enoding in the simple GA, we used only ases of four and eight olours (enoded

by two and three bits per odon, respetively). All the di�erent GA settings (as

desribed in Table 1) were again tested, but using the mentioned bits per odon

to enode olours with the simple GA. We then used ombinations with four,

six, eight and ten pins for eah number of olours. The solutions used for eah

ombination are shown in Table 4, and were reated using random strings of

numbers from 0 to , from whih the �rst p elements were extrated.

Our results showed GAs with generational replaement behaved better with

small population sizes, whereas steady-state GAs worked better with larger ones.

We also tested the statistial signi�ane of the performane of GAUGE and the

GAs using steady-state, on the average �tness and best �tness aross all runs

using a student t-test, and a bootstrap test for on�rmation.

The results showed GAUGE outperforming all GA avours aross all the ex-

periments, with a statistially signi�ant di�erene on the majority of the exper-

iments; table 5 shows the perentage of suessful runs, after 25000 evaluations,

for SGAss and GAUGE, with all population sizes, on the tested ombinations of

olours and pins. Example results for 4 olours, 8 pins, are shown in Fig. 2, with

population sizes 100 and 800. These graphs plot the number of �tness funtion

alls versus the umulative frequeny of suess of 100 di�erent runs.

We then moved onto omparing the messyGA with GAUGE, and GAUGE

again outperformed the messyGA aross all its settings (as shown in Table 2).

However, sine the messyGA enodes positions for bits, whereas GAUGE enodes

positions for values (whih an diretly represent olours), this gives GAUGE an

4 Colours, 4 pins 3 2 1 3

4 Colours, 6 pins 3 2 1 3 1 3

4 Colours, 8 pins 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 0

4 Colours, 10 pins 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 0 1 1

8 Colours, 4 pins 7 6 1 3

8 Colours, 6 pins 7 6 1 3 1 7

8 Colours, 8 pins 7 6 1 3 1 7 2 4

8 Colours, 10 pins 7 6 1 3 1 7 2 4 1 5

Table 4. Solutions used aross all systems for eah olours/pins ombination.
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Fig. 2. Simple GA vs. GAUGE, MASTERMIND with 4 olours, 8 pins.

advantage. We therefore devised a new version of GAUGE (whih we shall refer

to as GAUGE1BIT) to enode positions for bits, rather than for full values, and

ompared both systems.

GAUGE1BIT showed a better performane than all the messyGA settings,

as an be seen in Fig. 3, whih shows the umulative frequeny of suess of 100

runs plotted against the number of funtion alls. Table 6 shows the perentage

of suessful runs after 25000 evaluations, for all ombinations of olours and pins

tested. We notied that alleli and geni mutation seemed to inrease the per-

formane of the messyGA, and setting OPT3, with thresholding and tiebreaking

enabled, had a slightly better performane than all other messyGA settings.

SGAss GAUGE

Population size: 50 100 200 400 800 1600 50 100 200 400 800 1600

4olours 4 pins 96% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

4olours 6 pins 59% 87% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

4olours 8 pins 11% 16% 26% 32% 52% 63% 45% 58% 81% 83% 82% 79%

4olours 10 pins 0% 2% 2% 9% 11% 6% 14% 20% 20% 21% 24% 17%

8olours 4 pins 43% 64% 83% 97% 99% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

8olours 6 pins 8% 18% 44% 74% 86% 96% 74% 94% 99% 100% 100% 100%

8olours 8 pins 0% 2% 0% 2% 2% 6% 7% 15% 16% 14% 10% 6%

8olours 10 pins 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Table 5. Perentage of suessful runs after 25000 evaluations, for SGAss and GAUGE,

for all tested ombinations of olours/pins, aross all population sizes.
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5 Disussion

The results reported for the onemax problem show that GAUGE is a system

that works. It performs no worse than a simple GA for that problem, showing

that it doesn't su�er a performane loss from its genotype to phenotype map-

ping, or from its position-independene implementation. Moreover, no signi�ant

omputational e�ort is required, due to the use of a simple three rule grammar.

Regarding the Mastermind results, they show an enouraging performane

from GAUGE. Either enoding the position of values (diretly transformed in

olours) or enoding bits (later ombined to form olours), GAUGE outper-

formed all other systems analysed, aross a range of inreasingly diÆult om-

messyGA GAUGE1BIT

Setting: STD OPT1 OPT2 OPT3 Pop100 Pop800

4olours 4 pins 73% 72% 94% 97% 100% 100%

4olours 6 pins 41% 41% 81% 96% 100% 100%

4olours 8 pins 3% 5% 19% 21% 45% 55%

4olours 10 pins 1% 1% 7% 4% 6% 6%

8olours 4 pins 27% 27% 50% 84% 88% 100%

8olours 6 pins 6% 8% 21% 22% 22% 56%

8olours 8 pins 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

8olours 10 pins 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Table 6. Perentage of suessful runs after 25000 evaluations, omparing all tested

settings of messyGA with GAUGE1BIT, for all ombinations of olours/pins.



binations of olours and pins, thus managing to esape the deeption of loal

optima. Moreover, this was ahieved without any parameter tuning, and the

results were only limited by the number of �tness funtion alls. It would be

interesting to inrease that number, and see how far GAUGE an go.

6 Conlusions and Future Work

One of the known downfalls of geneti algorithms is the lak of position spei-

�ation, whih leads to onvergene to loal optima on ordering problems. By

applying the priniples behind Grammatial Evolution, we have established a

new system, GAUGE. With its genotype/phenotype distintion, position/value

separation, and small overhead proessing required, GAUGE was suessful on

both a typial GA benhmark, Onemax, and a new deeptive problem introdued

in this paper, Mastermind.

Further work will involve testing GAUGE on other problems, from harder

versions of Mastermind (to test salability) to linkage problems, and omparing

GAUGE to other more reent and omplex ompetent geneti algorithms.
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